Yuri Lotman affirms that the concept of the text is not absolute, but makes sense in a relationship with a historical, cultural and psychological structure that accompanies it. He considers every text "... determined by those socio-historical, national and psycho-anthropological reasons, which form the artistic models of life" So in a totalitarian regime, in other words dehumanized, the novel of socialist realism not only avoids the modern literary tendency, but manages to show dehumanization even in its formal-narrative aspect. Thus, in the conditions when the totalitarian regime aims at installing a 'new man', the novel of socialist realism also through censorship aims its promotion ('the new man'). In the formal-narrative aspect, the novel of Socialist realism emphasizes the authoritative mode of confession, in the sense of full submission of the character (meaning the reader, who is identified with the character throughout the reading process) to the total information within the literary work owned by the author in cooperation with the narrator, but at the same time proclaims as 'heretic' the narrative ways that liberated the character from the submission without glory of the pair author-narrator. As such, it (the novel of socialist realism) is/becomes thus a direct expression of dehumanization.
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I.
Totalitarian reality and literary fiction in the novel of socialist realism Dehumanization, as a manipulation scheme in the novel of socialist realism, is based on total submission to the knowledge in circulation, Marxist-Leninist ideology, in alliance with the absolute power of the party and its leader, a symbiosis according to which the reason of ideology (in the function of knowledge) was to promote and legitimize the monopartian power, balanced by the reason of this power to preserve, defend and spread Marxism-Leninism. Consequently, all kinds and levels of knowledge should be integrated into the Marxist-Leninist ideology, and knowledge holders should be integrated by being identified with the power to serve it, otherwise they are considered enemies of the power to the extent that it is considered natural that the power mistreats, isolates or eliminates them. 
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As a result of the defense of this structure, it was made available the attempt to impose MarxistLeninist knowledge to all the society, not through argument and conviction, which in fact constitutes the true nature of knowledge, but through confrontation and violence, including the novel art, through censorship. In the context of socialist realism, it can easily happen, in fact it is impossible for it not to happen, as long as the fictional worlds of novels are conceived (through the mimesis) as a sequel of the world of reality, thus the boundaries between the worlds are opened and we consider naturally their penetrations and melting to one another. Violence (torture, exile, surveillance), indoctrination, aimed for the truth to be in one version, total (designed according to Marxist-Leninist ideology) and the identities to be automated (designed in the new man), totally observed (said otherwise enslaved) and in such conditions the totalitarianism results as identical to the world of fabrication. As such, the truth, whether in the totalitarian reality, or in the literary work, ceases of having as its values the correction and improvement of the individuals and the society where they live, and the spiritual solidarity between them, but as it is specific it makes inevitably the observation within identity, in addition to external observation.
This accordance between totalitarian truth and literary fiction in literary work is accomplished through its narrative techniques. The External observation in the worlds of literary fiction (specifically novels) is accomplished by subject events and dialogues and the internal observation through psychological analysis and internal monologues. As a specific feature of the novel of socialist realism is the fact that both the events (actions) and the dialogues (words) are exaggerated, while the parties that circulate the observed information may try to use this information in their favor and to the detriment of others. In this way, the novels of socialist realism dominated by authorial interventions, with the above mentioned pact to serve the power, realize this alliance with the narrator who self-corrupts, manipulates the characters by taking advantage of their unconsciousness (characters).
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Dehumanism in the novel of socialist realism is an expression of the fact that how the pair authornarrator intervenes in advance to the ability of characters'observation by usurping this flair by diverting or routinizing it. Realizing this control, then authorial interventions from the world of truth and the gift of the narrator in the administration of information within the world of the novel is inviolable at any moment, as long as case by case the narrator in a preliminary alliance with the author knows the next information before the character knows it himself. As such, the characters are characterized by the lack of devotion and knowledge acquisition, which in fact is an absolute feature in the typical novels of socialist realism. This is due to the controlled mode of information dissemination within the literary work by the pair author-narrator, the total exclusion of the characters from the truth not only of the world of the literary work, but also of their own worls, having no external or internal motive to motivate the dissemination of information within the literary work.
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